
How Alluva Works

Getting Started with Alluva
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Verify your email address. 

Log in to the Alluva App.

Sign Up to Alluva and create your account (https://alluva.com).

Tomorrow's Prices, Today

      Individual users can use Alluva to place rates and stakes on 

cryptocurrencies for varied periods ranging from 1 day to 1 year.


A correct prediction wins you rewards in the form of ALV tokens. These 

tokens can be exchanged for other cryptocurrencies or redeemed 

against partner goods and services.



Users can also follow others who provide accurate ratings consistently, 

to identify trends in the crypto market as well as identify potential 

institutional investment opportunities. As a global platform for thousands 

of analysts, Alluva helps institutional investors identify crypto movements 

and potential investment opportunities in the digital assets space.


Place a rating

Place your first prediction by clicking on RATE in the left-side column.


Select a currency. You will see its current value and


the field to input your predicted value.


 Select the period of the prediction and submit your rating.


When the chosen period is over, you will be see any rewards you 
may have won in your account.


Place a stake

To make a stake, you need to hold ETH in your wallet.


Go to the STAKE option in the left-side menu. Select a currency.


You will see its current value and the field to input your predicted value. 


Next, fill in the amount of ETH you want to stake, the duration of the 

prediction, the margin of error you’d like to keep (higher the margin, 

lower the rewards), and the option of how you’d like to receive your 

winnings. Once done, submit your stake.


When the chosen period is over, you will be see any rewards you 
may have won in your account.


Follow/Subscribe to leading analysts

Search for specific usernames or see lists of analysts based on 


criteria such as accuracy and activity.


Once you subscribe to any user, you will see their prediction 
history, success rate, and portfolio.

Follow the analysts you want to, to stay ahead of the curve 
and get insights on tomorrow’s prices, today.

Notifications

Keep track of all notifications and activity updates by clicking 

on the Bell icon in the top right hand corner.

Your Wallet

Keep track of all recent transactions, and your winnings


 and tokens – ALV and ETH – by clicking on the 


Wallet icon in the top right hand corner.

Do all this and more with Alluva. Remove the unpredictability of the 

market and make smarter investment decisions, earn rewards without 

investment, and stay a step ahead of the curve.


Track Your Winnings

Keep a track of all your winnings on Rates and Stakes in your Dashboard. 

Click on DASHBOARD on the left-side menu to access this screen.
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To connect MetaMask and link your ETH wallet, follow the 
directions in the MetaMask Guide on the Alluva Homepage.

Connect MetaMask to your browser and Alluva account to 
connect a new or existing Ethereum wallet. 


This is where you will receive all your winnings. 
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Complete your profile.


